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i PUZZLE BOOKS
Our range of puzzle books includes crosswords, codewords, jigsawdokus,
children’s games, sudokus andmore. Available onAmazon for £4.99 each.

See the full range atminURL.co.uk/ibooks

The i Book of Concise Crosswords Vol 7
Featuring 100 brand new crossword puzzles.
SeeminURL.co.uk/crosswordsvol7

The i Book of Codewords Vol 6
Our sixth book of codewords features
100 brand newpuzzles.
SeeminURL.co.uk/codewordsvol6

The i Book of Jigsawdoku Vol 2
Featuring 100 brand new jigsawdoku puzzles.
SeeminURL.co.uk/jigsaw2

The i Book of Children’s Puzzles Vol 3
More than 100 puzzles, ideal for8- to 12-year-olds,
including word searches, riddles, number
pyramids, codes, anagrams and crosswords.
SeeminURL.co.uk/kids3

The i Book of Sudoku
Featuring 200 new sudokus and idokus, with
easy,mediumand hard ratings.

SeeminURL.co.uk/sudoku

The i Book of Large Print Codewords
More than 100 codewords, printed at a larger size
and ideal for thosewith sight impairments.
SeeminURL.co.uk/lpcodeword

The latest Sadler’sWells
Digital Stage offering is a real
treat for contemporary dance
fans: leading choreographer
Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker’s
signaturework, performed
by her company, Rosas, at the
venue in 2017.

Rain is De Keersmaeker’s
abstractmovement response
to Steve Reich’sminimalist
Music for 18Musicians, and you
could almostwatch the piece
onmute, such is the extent to
which her company embodies
Reich’s pulsating composition.

Her piece builds over
70minutes. At first, the
dancerswalk, run, cluster,
observe. Gradually, particular
movements and formations
take onmore significance
through repetition, and new
patterns emerge.

There’s a fascinating
combination of absolute,
controlled precision and
boundless expression. Lines
are drawn on the stage, as

if for an esoteric sport, and,
throughout, the dancers
follow set trajectories and
create sharply drawn geometric
shapes.

Yet there’s also a glorious
sense of abandon, and space
for quirkiness. It’s witty,
impish, and invites the viewer
to play: we can share in the
dancers’ joyful collaboration,
their teasing trades of skips and
kicks ormirrored lines. There’s a
childlike curiosity, and knowing
references like a catwalkmodel-
esque stop and pose.

The swinging arms and tilting
movement – falling forward
or tumbling back – suggest
feather-light entities buffeted
by thewind. It takes enormous
skill to give this impression of
artless acquiescence, especially
in such strict coordination
with others.

There’s also impressive
athleticism, stamina and
technique on display, but no
grandstanding or hierarchy.
Nevertheless, it’s thrilling to
watch a buoyant grand jeté
explode seemingly out of
nowhere, or just to get lost in
the slinky spirals and slides.

It does evoke the titular

rain: solo drops, storm
clusters, gathering, racing,
linking and dispersing.
There’s varietywithin that
idea, including partnerships
and trios. In human terms, it
feels like a community, full
of ever-changing individuals
and connections.

Dries vanNoten’s soft,
airy costumes beautifully
emphasise the freedomof
movement. The colours shift,
neutral shades coming into
rose-pink bloomand then
frosting over in silvery greys.
Jan Versweyveld’s lighting
also suggests changeable
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weather – fromdownpour
to burst of sunshine – and
his beaded curtain creates a
shimmering climax.

This is awonderfully
accessible piece – and you
can even learn it at home,

thanks to De Keersmaeker’s
online tutorials. It’s the
perfect gesture to accompany
this euphoric celebration of
the collective.
sadlerswells.com
MARIANKASWAIN
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Rain iswitty
and impish,
inviting
theviewer
toplay
SADLER’S
WELLS
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Drawing
the Line
HAMPSTEADTHEATRE, ONLINE

HowardBrenton’s political
drama, which played at
Hampstead Theatre in 2013,
tells the extraordinary story
of the Partition of India.
Featuring battling ideologies,
gross colonial arrogance and
an extramarital affair, it’s
surprisingly gripping theatre.

In 1947, lawyer-turned-
bureaucrat Cyril Radcliffe is
tasked by the PrimeMinister
Clement Attlee to divide
this vast nation into the new
states of India and Pakistan.
Nevermind that Radcliffe has
never been to India and knows
“bugger all”about it – nor,
indeed, cartography.

It’s a clever decision tomake
this unknown but vital player
ourway in, rather than amore
focus-pulling subject like
Gandhi. The latter doesmake
an appearance, emphatically
rejecting the border – a
“vivisection”of hismulti-faith
country. In contrast, pragmatic
Hindu leader Jawaharlal Nehru
sees this as the only viable
route to an independent,
democratic India. Fighting him
for territory is theMuslim
League’sMuhammadAli Jinnah.

Perhaps themost
astonishing factor is the
romance betweenNehru
andEdwina, wife of the final

Viceroy, LordMountbatten –
and the suggestion that this
rushed timetable is a result of
Mountbattenwanting to get
hiswife away from India, and
her lover.

Radcliffe is a cricket
metaphor-spouting Briton
felled byDelhi belly, whose
desire to do his duty is
hopelessly naïve.Mountbatten
callously sets an “acceptable”
mortality level at 100,000;
the death toll, of course,
has far exceeded that. Tom
Beard harrowingly conveys
Radcliffe’smental collapse as
he realises that a bloodbath is
coming. It’s awarning from

history of the consequences
of Britain ploughing into a
complicated projectwith
nothing but amisplaced sense
of imperial superiority.

There are excellent
performances, HowardDavies’
elegant production stresses
Radcliffe’s claustrophobia,
andMikeWalker’s sound
design hints at gathering
riots just beyond the doors of
ViceroyHouse – a powder keg
that erupts in a final image
demonstrating the terrible
legacy of this one line on amap.
hampsteadtheatre.com
MARIANKASWAIN
THEARTSDESK.COM

★★★★★

TomBeardandAbigailCruttendenasCyril andAntoniaRadcliffe
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